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Monastier di Treviso, 13 September 2022

TEXA RETURNS TO FRANKFURT WITH GREAT NOVELTIES
FOR REPAIR PROFESSIONALS

For the long-awaited appointment with the German event dedicated to the
automotive industry, TEXA presents a world preview of the new top-of-the-range
AXONE VOICE tablet and the entry level KONFORT TOUCH stations. Many other
news in the large exhibition space at Stand E96, Hall 8.
Automechanika Frankfurt restarts and TEXA returns with lots of news dedicated to repair
professionals. In the large exhibition space, developed on two floors for a total of over 650 square
meters, at Hall 8 - Stand E96, a series of innovative solutions designed for the world of workshops
will be presented, among which absolute novelties such as:
-

AXONE VOICE: The first hands-free diagnostic tool, 2 in 1.

-

KONFORT TOUCH: the new 707, 707 OFF-ROAD, 710 e 712 models.

-

NP 01: the particle counter for compression-ignition vehicles compliant with the
requirements of the Dutch and German regulations.

In addition, there will be:
-

Diagnosis ADAS
CCS 2 Dynamics, the first transportable multi-environment solution.
RCCS 3 BT, the top- of-the- range solution, now with Bluetooth distance measurers.

-

Headlight analysis
eLight ZERO, the entry-level digital headlight tester.

-

Maintenance on A/C systems
TXR ID, the new portable refrigerant identifier.

-

Measurements
LASER EXAMINER 2, now also compatible with iOS.
Emission analysis
GASBOX 2, the updated version of the exhaust gas analyser.

-

Developments on Hybrid/Electric vehicle maintenance
ET check (concept) e E-Fluid (OEM).
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AXONE VOICE: the first hands-free diagnostic tool 2 in 1
During this period, we are assisting an epochal change in automotive diagnosis.
More and more, even independent multi-brand workshops can "work" as if they were a centre
authorised by the vehicle manufacturer. Thanks to the new European regulations, in fact, they can
access the diagnosis protected by the manufacturer (Secure Gateway) for certain needs.
With AXONE VOICE this possibility will be super guaranteed by a hardware and software specifically
designed for this purpose.
AXONE VOICE is not only a technological change: it was thought, designed and built to be essential
when facing the diagnosis on new generation vehicles.
The AXONE 2000, AXONE NEMO and NEMO 2 display units have been the most sold diagnostic tools
with the TEXA brand and have surely contributed to write its history.
Today TEXA, with AXONE VOICE, revolutionises the multi-environment and multi-brand diagnosis with
the explosive strength and technology accumulated in over 30 years of experience in the garage
equipment industry.
It is the first display unit in the world to implement the exclusive voice control function,
developed in collaboration with Microsoft, that intervenes to support repair technicians while they carry
out the operations.
It is also the first tool dedicated to workshops that uses face recognition to safely identify who is
using it, unlocking a series of exclusive functions to access the protected diagnostic functions provided
by the manufacturer.
AXONE VOICE is 2 in 1: workstation for the connection with the manufacturers and portable
for the multi-brand diagnosis
Up to today, to download the manufacturer software programs and carry out the PassThru and
authenticated diagnoses, a powerful workstation was needed, capable of downloading a large amount
of data. Now the same operations can be carried out directly from AXONE VOICE because it uses a
powerful board able to manage several functions simultaneously and to download very heavy files.
With AXONE VOICE you make a single investment and you do not need to also purchase a workstation,
this is why it is a 2 in 1 product.
Full compatibility with the requirements by the manufacturers thanks to:
• WINDOWS OPERATING SYSTEM, as required by the vehicle manufacturers
• CPU and MEMORY (DISC AND RAM) at the top of the category for their performances
• DISPLAY RESOLUTION above any requirement
• COMPATIBILITY WITH TEXA VCIs EQUIPPED WITH J2534 PROTOCOL.
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“Hey TEXA”: with the voice assistant everything becomes quicker and easier.
You can address your AXONE VOICE and ask it to identify the vehicle with the VIN Scan, launch an
automatic scan on the control units, search for an engine code, start a diagnosis, view a certain
parameter close-up thanks to a dedicated pop-up window, view wiring diagrams, bulletins, technical
sheets, mechanical data, contact the call center and much more.
You do not have to touch the tool, simply say “Hey TEXA” and the command you need.
But this is not it! AXONE VOICE is proactive because it spontaneously guides you through the
diagnostic activities: after the selection or after the vehicle scan, AXONE VOICE directly suggests the
services available, making the diagnosis work easier and quicker.
What can you do with your voice? More than you think.
The great experience acquired by TEXA in the repair field translates into deep knowledge of the multibrand and multi-environment diagnostic procedures. AXONE VOICE can tell you what to do in any
situation, even in the one in which specific safety requirements are needed, both for the vehicle and for
you.
Some examples:
Vehicle identification with VIN
“Hey TEXA, identify my vehicle".
Vehicle identification with Engine Code
“Hey TEXA, search engine code".
TGS3s control unit scan:
“Hey TEXA, scan the control units".
During your voice interaction, AXONE VOICE suggests the most appropriate functions for your
needs, such as:
Starting a diagnosis:
"Do you want to start a diagnosis?"
Mechanic: «Yes» «No».
Secure GateWay unlock:
"The vehicle is protected by SGW, do you want to proceed with the unlock?"
Mechanic: «Yes» «NO».
Simply look at it and AXONE VOICE unlocks
AXONE VOICE allows a safe and intuitive recognition function, which can be used to unlock the tool and
to activate various functions among which the authentication required in the diagnosis of the
manufacturers.
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The diagnosis and database are on the big screen
AXONE VOICE is equipped with a 13.3" multi-touch screen, one of the biggest among the display
units on the market with a maximum resolution of 2560x1600 pixels.
It guarantees optimal visibility in any conditions of use and at longer distances compared to
traditional tablets, without interfering with the repair activities.
Multi-environment, multi-brand: you have everything you need
One of the keys to TEXA's success is surely its ability to develop diagnostic solutions following a multienvironment and multi-brand logic.
AXONE VOICE can be used, at its full potential, to complete precise and thorough activities on cars,
trucks, motorcycles, agricultural and construction vehicles, boats. It always guarantees
unlimited flexibility and can work for many consecutive hours, even in extreme conditions.
Exceptional equipment
Cameras
AXONE VOICE is equipped with two 8 MP cameras, one in the front and one in the back.
The first one is used for the face recognition, the second one is more useful during remote
assistance to allow the TEXA Call Center to see in real time the conditions of the vehicle, even to
check its correct positioning during the ADAS calibration.
Magnetic Docking
You can expand the connectivity of AXONE VOICE with four 3.0 USB sockets, essential for connecting
for example to the VCI for the PassThru diagnoses, o to other external devices such as a keyboard, a
printer, etc.
Handle
A practical ergonomic and adjustable handle useful to transport AXONE VOICE, to fasten it to the
vehicle’s steering wheel or to lay it onto irregular surfaces maintaining an optimal visibility of the
monitor by repair technicians.
Cart with a tilting shelf
It is useful to hold and keep AXONE VOICE charged when it is connected with the vehicle manufacturer
portals. The auxiliary cooling fan in direct contact with the magnesium case favours keeping it cooled
when used for long periods of time.
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MAINTENANCE ON A/C SYSTEMS
KONFORT TOUCH: NEW 707, 707 OFF-ROAD, 710 E 712 MODELS.

The great experience of TEXA in the vehicle A/C service and recharge field has given birth to KONFORT
TOUCH, a range of charging stations characterised by exceptional manufacturing quality, designed for
all the A/C service operations on vehicles that use refrigerant R134a and R1234yf. In addition to the
models already available, 720, 760, 760 BUS, 770, 780 BI-GAS, there are now also the 707 (also
available in the OFF-ROAD version), 710 and 712 stations with a 7” multi-touch screen display.
The interface is designed to provide all the necessary information in a single screen; this way, users
can have direct access to the most useful operations. In next to no time, you will move from the initial
station activation phases to carrying out the service. The menu, which can be browsed really easily,
makes the most of the large display and minimises the “steps” required to start a charging service.
Moreover, the search mode “Smart selection by model” allows you to find the vehicle you are working
on by simply entering one or more keywords.
The great ease of use of the KONFORT TOUCH range and its smart approach also lie in the possibility
to use the Wi-Fi connectivity for a series of activities, such as:
- printing reports in A4 format;
- receiving software and firmware updates in real time;
- receiving remote technical assistance;
- connecting to the myTEXA portal;
- connecting with the KONFORT Mobile APP.
The Bluetooth module also allows connecting the stations with several accessories, such as the A/C
efficiency kit. The stations are also equipped with a practical USB port, which can be used to back up
the reports of the services performed and the entire system.
707 TOUCH
This station works with the R1234yf refrigerant. Essential and simple to operate, it nevertheless
incorporates all the latest design solutions. Its main features: a dryer filter that allows performing up
to 300 maintenance services; scale locking system; alphanumeric keyboard; 4 castor wheels; and a
maintenance log with data on all services completed. It is also available in the OFF-ROAD version.
710 TOUCH
This station works with the R1234yf refrigerant. Although it is a basic model, it offers a series of key
functions that feature the KONFORT 700 Series, including automatic leak detection, refrigerant check
with electronic scale, automatic timed oil and UV tracer injection, and high efficiency refrigerant
recovery (over 95%).
712 TOUCH
It is a mid-range model which boasts the typical technical features of the top-range models such as the
automatic maintenance service management and the measuring of the amount of oil recovered with an
electronic scale. It can be purchased in the R134a or R1234yf version.
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NP 01: THE PARTICLE COUNTER FOR COMPRESSION-IGNITION VEHICLES
COMPLIANT WITH THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE DUTCH AND GERMAN REGULATIONS
NP 01 is a new generation tool that is used for the periodic technical checks on compression-ignition
vehicles in some European countries.
More specifically, it is a particle counter developed using a DC (Diffusion Charging) sensor to
measure the particles emitted from the engines within a size range between 23 and 200 nm.
The high-efficiency DC technology allows reaching high measuring standards and makes this device
suitable for any need in inspection centres.
Robust and vibration-resistant, NP 01 integrates a 5” touch screen display for a fast management by
the user and a Wi-Fi interface to communicate with the viewer software. NP 01 is already arranged to
run tests on spark-ignition engines, the next step for this type of checks.
Available in two versions: compliant with the requirements of the Dutch regulation and German
regulation.

OTHER NEW TEXA FEATURES PRESENTED AT AUTOMECHANIKA

Diagnosis ADAS
CCS 2 DYNAMICS, the first transportable multi-environment solution.
CCS 2 Dynamics is the transportable solution by TEXA for the calibration of cameras on cars, light
commercial vehicles and heavy-duty vehicles. It is compact, stable, and can be easily
disassembled and transported in a small-sized van. It can be configured in two versions dedicated
to the CAR and TRUCK environments, with specific accessories.
The Bluetooth distance measurers, capable of communicating directly with the IDC5 software,
guarantee a correct positioning through a guided procedure. CCS 2 Dynamics is equipped with 4
castor wheels that guarantee a fast positioning, and it can be stabilised thanks to its practical feet.
In the CAR configuration it can be adjusted in height, longitudinally and horizontally. In the TRUCK
version, it can be adjusted horizontally and axially.
The CAR configuration can be completed with two alignment modes: optical, by purchasing clamps,
selecting between the tyre or rim version and based on the thrust angle, in combination with the toe
and thrust axis check kit. The configuration can be changed easily and quickly.
RCCS 3 BT, the top- of-the- range solution, now with Bluetooth distance measurers.
For the calibration of radars, lidars, cameras and sensors, TEXA designed and engineered RCCS 3
BT, a top-of-the range solution available in two versions: RCCS 3 BT with Monitor and RCCS 3
BT with Panels. The new Bluetooth distance measurers, capable of communicating directly with
the IDC5 software, guarantee a correct positioning through a guided procedure. The
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positioning is ever more fast, simple and efficient. Both guarantee vast possibilities of use
because they are simple, quick, precise and can be used both with the toe and thrust axis check
kit, and in optical alignment mode.
Two versions, two types of approach to work but one result: maximum safety for drivers and for
the operators who perform the calibrations thanks to the great ease of use and precision of
RCCS 3 BT. The ADAS solutions by TEXA can be used in combination with the other optional devices,
so to intervene fully on other driver assistance electronic systems.

Headlight analysis
eLight ZERO, the entry-level digital headlight tester
eLight ZERO is the new entry-level digital headlight tester by TEXA, developed for inspection
centres, body shop mechanics and vehicle repairers. It is able to interact with the MCTCNet2
networks* via LAN and with a thermal printer (optional). Thanks to the generously sized Fresnel
lens (340x200 mm), it adapts to voluminous and irregularly shaped headlights guaranteeing the
execution of all the checks related to the headlights that equip the vehicles. It has a lithium battery,
a 5.7” colour TFT touch display and an aluminium unit transportable on wheels that make it
practical and light.
Measurable light sources:
Halogen, Xenon, LED, Laser
* MCTCNet2 approval release in progress.

Maintenance on A/C Systems
TXR ID, the new portable refrigerant identifier (available on the market from October 2022)
TXR-ID is the new portable refrigerant identifier that allows identifying the type of gas,
R134a or R1234yf in the vehicle or in the tank for recharging and checking its pureness. This
device, thanks to the activated carbon filter designed by TEXA, allows an accurate analysis that is
not compromised by external factors. Using TXR-ID guarantees carrying out an A/C system
recharging service properly, eliminating risks and the costs caused by using a refrigerant that is
not appropriate. Furthermore, the software interface with guided procedure, the 5.4” touch
screen display and the Bluetooth and Wi-Fi modules allow completing all the operations easily,
quickly and automatically.
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Measurements
LASER EXAMINER 2, now also compatible with iOS
It is a practical small-sized laser profilometer that allows measuring the vehicle brake disc wear
with an accuracy of one-tenth of a mm, without having to remove the wheel. Other than this
measurement, using a simple adapter, it is also possible to check the tyre tread wear. LASER
EXAMINER 2 carries out both checks quickly and easily; it allows providing customers with an
accurate report on the “state of health” of their vehicle wheels, ensuring a professional assistance
service and fostering customer loyalty. The APP for LASER EXAMINER 2, compatible with the
Android and iOS operating systems, allows using the tool directly from a smartphone or tablet.
Emission analysis
GASBOX 2, the updated version of the exhaust gas analyser
GASBOX 2 è la versione aggiornata dell’analizzatore di gas di scarico per motori benzina,
GPL, metano equipaggiato con la camera di analisi progettata da TEXA, da oggi ancora più
performante. Può essere integrato con un trolley che consente di spostarlo agevolmente all’interno
dell’officina e, abbinato al modulo estraibile Power Pack, consente di avere una o più batterie
cariche sempre pronte all’uso.
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DEVELOPMENTS ON HYBRID/ELECTRIC VEHICLE MAINTENANCE
ET Check (concept) and E-Fluid (OEM).
TEXA is also working on the maintenance of hybrid and electric vehicles and is developing a line of
products that will allow independent workshops to manage the entire repair process: from the
acceptance and diagnosis phase, through to securing the vehicle, emptying and subsequent filling of
the cooling system of the batteries and of the air conditioning system, up to the repair of the
batteries and the final diagnosis to certify the correct functioning of the vehicle.
Et check is the concept designed by TEXA to certify the correct sealing of important vehicle
components, with particular attention to the battery pack of electric vehicles, but it is also a valuable
aid for testing other sealed circuits such as the cooling and air conditioning systems of a vehicle.
E-Fluid is an innovative tool, currently dedicated exclusively to the technicians of the Volkswagen
Group workshop network, which carries out the maintenance service of the cooling systems of
electric vehicles in a completely automatic way, but can also be used for interventions on vehicles
with internal combustion engines.

Brief TEXA profile
Founded in 1992, today TEXA is a leader in the design, industrialisation and production of diagnostic tools, telediagnostic devices, A/C service stations, exhaust gas analysers, dedicated to cars, bikes, trucks, agricultural
vehicles and marine engines. The last frontier is the production of sophisticated Powertrain systems for electric
vehicles. Present all over the world with a widespread net of distributors, TEXA commercialises directly in Brazil,
France, Germany, Japan, the UK, Poland, Russia, Spain and the United States through its subsidiaries. It currently
employs over 850 people: the manpower is young, with over 200 engineers and specialised technicians dedicated
to Research and Development.
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